
Element Wall Light - WL01
Please read the instructions carefully before using this light.

Your wall light should be installed by a qualified electrician

Caution : Please ensure electricity supply is turned off before installing the light.  

Installation of the Wall Light.

1. Switch off electricity supply 

2. Attach the metal crossbar to the wall using supplied 4x40 mm screws and plugs, ensure the metal crossbar is aligned in a 
vertical position and is perfectly level. 

3. Using the terminal block provided make the appropriate electrical connections. The brown wire is live, the blue is neutral 
and the yellow and green is earth. 

4. The metal lamp holder and metal crossbar must be earthed. Ensure cord grip inside the wooden wall bracket is fully 
tightened. 

5. Once all electrical connections are complete the connections and wires can be pushed into the wall cavity or remain within 
the wall bracket.

6. Screw the wooden wall bracket into the metal crossbar using the m3 screws provided. -It is much easier to locate the m3 
screw holes if the top screw is put in first. 

7. With the wooden wall bracket secured to the wall, unscrew the metal shade wring from the lamp holder and push through 
the hole in the wooden wall bracket. 

8. Place ceramic shade onto the lamp holder and screw on the metal shade wring to keep the shade in place. 

9. Ensure the wring is tight enough to keep the shade in place but do not overtighten as there is a risk to damaging 
the shade. 

10. You can now screw in your E27 light bulb Max 25W (not included). 

Maintenance and Care

Before replacing a defective bulb turn off the light at the switch and let the bulb cool down for at least 10 minutes

1. Only change the bulb if it has completely cooled down. Use a clean cloth to help replace the bulb. 

2. If necessary the wall light can be cleaned using a slightly damp cloth. Do not immerse in water. Applying a natural 
oil such as beeswax if the oak looks dry every 6 months will keep your wall light looking great for years to come. 

3. The wall light is designed for indoor use only. 

4. If the external flexible cable or cord is damaged it shall be replaced by a qualified electrician in order to avoid a 
hazard. 

5. Young children should be supervised at all times to ensure they do not play with appliances 

Technical Specifications.

• Voltage - 220-240V-50Hz
• Rated Power - 25W Max 
• E27 Max 25W bulb (do not touch the bulb with bare hands)
• Wooden wall bracket, Ceramic Shade. Metal lamp holder.


